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STM Observation of Atomic Structure of 2H-NbSez

H. TokumOto, H. Bando , W . Mi zutani , M. Okano , M' OnO ,

H. l'lurakami, S. Okayama, Y. Ono, K. Watanaberx S. Wakiyamar*

F . Sakai , 
* K. Endo and K . Kai lmura
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The atomic strucLure of 2H-NbSe2 was successfully
observed with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM)-. The

STM apparatus developed here showed resolutions of 0.3 nm

in the lateral scale and O.O5 nm in the vertical scale'

In these days, the crystal growbh techniques such as MBE of

semi conductors become hi ghly developed so as to control eaeh

atomic layer. In addition, the biological substances such as

protein beeome of potential importanee, e.g. ; for new electronic
materials. To develope a tool for observing the surfaee

structures of uhese materials with atomic resolution and without

causing any damages, we have eonstrueted an STM apparatus,
originally developed by Binnig et aI.,1 ) by taking eare of

several basic key technologi es: vibration isolation,
mi eropos i !i one"r2 ) , cont rol ci rcui t , et c. And we observed the

surface atomic strueture of 2H-NbSe2 single erystal by the

apparaCus.
We selected 2H-NbSe2 single crystal as the sample. This

materi al is regarded as an i deal objecf for the test of STM

performance since it ls inert and free from adsorption even in
air and possesses large atomically flat planes. In Fig. 1 . we

show a typi cal STM image of as-grovrn sample, top vi ew of

brightness map with light coming from 45o direction off the

surface. The height of eorrugation in the z-direction
corresponds to 0.4 nm. The tunneling current wa8 locked to 3 nA

and the bias voltage applled to the tip was -10 mV with respect
to the sample . We clearl'y see the trigonal pattern of the atoml c

strueture shown by lines in Fig. 1, which is consistent with the
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publ i shed data.
In conclusion, we have successfully constructed STM by

taking care of basic key Leehnologies. The STM developed here
provides good afomic image of 2H-NbSe2 surface and exhibits
resolutions of 0.3 nm in the lateral scale and 0.05 nm in the
vertical scale. When the STM is combined with the erystal growfh
system I e. g, I MBE, the control of atomie Level become possible
during crystal growth.
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Fig. 1,
STM image

of 2H-NbSe2

1.8 nm
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